Growth Stratification Applied to Prognosis of Diametric Structure in Araucaria Forest
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Abstract
The forest management, in broad terms, covers a set of information and activities related to the growth and production of plantations or from heterogeneous forests. If on one hand forest plantation presents homogeneous dendrometric characteristics, on the other hand in heterogeneous forests such a configuration does not exist, which requires the application of essential mathematical estimates for the forest management planning, for example, the prognosis of diametric structure. In this respect, refinements can be tested in traditionally used mathematical models, aiming at more accurate results. These facts substantiate the following hypotheses: the stratification of the diameter increments can provide estimates with greater accuracy and more precise results for the prognosis. With the stratification of diameter increment made it possible to get better results for the prognosis for a 4-year period, allowing the forest manager to better work with estimators either for diameter classes as well as for the forest to be managed. Using the data structure of trees (DBH ≥ 9.5 cm) of the National Forest of Sao Francisco de Paula, RS, Brazil, the diameter increment of species was stratified into four statistically different strata. Using data sampled between the years of 2000 to 2004, it was carried out prognosis for the year 2008, using the stratified and not stratified data. The estimates were compared with the observed values by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, which attested goodness of fit only for the estimates from the stratified values. The prognosis estimated by means of stratified values also showed more accurate results, because the stratified variance was reduced nine times when compared with that obtained with the prognosis made without stratified data and to determine the Quotient of De Liocourt. Thus, the diameter growth stratification indicated to be effective to generate more accurate prognosis.
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1. Introduction

Brazil has the second largest forest area in the world, covering 516 million hectares and from this total 98.7% is made up of natural forests [1], which highlights the importance of the conservation and rational exploitation of forest resources, as a way to leverage the national development. However, sustainable management practices rely on studies for its effectiveness and also that enables efficiency in mechanisms traditionally employed.

Methodologies consist of mathematical models to generate prognosis, as the ratio of moving diameters, which are dependent on information related to forest dynamics [2] and allow subsidizing information for the effectuation of a rational exploitation of heterogeneous forests. However, refinements can be applied to these models, aiming at more accurate estimates [3].

Whereas stratification has the goal to reduce the variance of a sample, resulting in subpopulations with greater homogeneity [4], the application of the ratio of change for making prognosis, including the number of recruitment and death, which is based on the diameter growth model [5]; these facts substantiate our main hypotheses: the stratification of the diameter increments can provide estimates with greater accuracy and more precise results for the prognosis.

Although stratification of height is of great importance in phytosociological studies and in forest management and often used by managers [6], stratification of diameter is still little employed in such studies. The delimitation of strata or subpopulations, defined as a function of the species diameter growth, may also be useful in projects for rehabilitation and restoration of degraded areas, in which the choice of species will be more appropriate if it is, at our disposal, a broader knowledge about them [7]. Also relevant, the groups of species separated by growth can guide the planning of projects related to the carbon storage, as well as better clarify the use of silvicultural activities and practices demanded by the forest management.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental Area

The study was conducted in the National Forest of Sao Francisco de Paula, located between the coordinates 29°24’ and 29°27’ South latitude and 50°22’ and 50°25’ West longitude, in the mesoregion northeast of the State of Rio Grande do Sul, Microregion of Vacaria, in Brazil. The average altitude site is 900 meters above the sea level, ranging this value ±300 meters. The soils that characterize the region are classified as Haplumbrept, Argiudoll, Udorthent [8], derived from basic and acidic effusive rocks of the Serra Geral Formation [9].

In accordance with the global classification of climatic types developed by Köppen, the climate of the region is of type Cfb, mesothermal and super humid, with mild summer and cold winter. The formation of frost is frequent, with snowfall in the colder months [10].

The predominant vegetation of the National Forest area is the Araucaria Forest or Mixed Tropical Forest, monitored by means of continuous forest inventory with the application of sampling with total replacement, which encompasses a total sample area of 10 permanent plots with an area of 1 ha (100 × 100 m) each, remeasured annually since the year 2000. All arboreal individuals (trees with diameter at breast height ≥9.5 cm) included in sample area were botanically identified and had their dendrometric information measured.

2.2. Data Collection and Stratification

Taking the diameters collected in a specific period, their periodic increments were calculated and subsequently the mean of the periodic increment \( \bar{MPI} \) for each species. In order to make the population of species more consistent, only those that met a minimum of 10 individuals in the sample were considered. After that it was defined the population of species \( E(1, 2, 3, \ldots, N) \) from which a random variable \( X_i \) was measured, the \( \bar{MPI} \) per individual of each species, such that it was characterized for each species a population of sample values \( P_{ij} \), such that

\[
P(X_{11}, X_{21}, X_{31}, \ldots, X_{M1}; X_{12}, X_{22}, X_{32}, \ldots, X_{M2}; X_{1N}, X_{2N}, X_{3N}, \ldots, X_{MN}),
\]

in which the arithmetic mean and variance per species are given by \( \bar{X}_{\text{MPI}, j} \) and \( S^2_{\text{MPI}, j} \) respectively.

The stratification of growth was established taking as criterion the quartiles formalized on the basis of the arithmetic mean of the growth of species \( \bar{X}_{\text{MPI}} \) and the standard deviation \( S_{\text{MPI}} \). In this way, the population of species will be fractioned into \( L \) strata, such that each one of them will be delimited as \( E_h(1, 2, 3, \ldots, N_h) \),
in that \( N_h \) is the number of species of each stratum and, consequently, \( N_1 + N_2 + \cdots + N_L = N \) and \( h = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, L \).

Thus, the strata are composed respectively of \( E_{h1} (X_{1h}, X_{2h}, X_{3h}, \ldots, X_{Nh}) \).

This procedure of stratification was decided as demonstrated by Cochran (1963), in that, if the full range of variation of \( \text{MPI}'s \) is expressed by \((E_h - E_{h-1})\), the separation of the strata \((E_h - E_{h+1})\), being taken of constant size, will minimize the sum of squares due to stratification and, consequently, it will result in the minimum stratified variance of mean, i.e., maximum accuracy by application of stratification.

It was proposed four strata for growth evaluation: \( E_1, E_2, E_3 \) and \( E_4 \), which is composed, respectively, of the smallest to the largest increments. The stratum \( E_1 \) was composed by species with periodic mean increment \((\text{MPI})\) less than the average growth of all species minus one standard deviation \((E_0 - S_{\text{MPI}})\), with mean \((\bar{X}_{E0})\) and variance \((S_{E0}^2)\). The stratum \( E_2 \), composed by the species with higher growth than \( E_1 \) up to the limit of one standard deviation above that value \((E_2 = E_1 + S_{\text{MPI}})\), with mean \((\bar{X}_{E1})\) and variance \((S_{E1}^2)\). The same was set alongside to the third stratum \( E_3 \), composed by species of growth higher than the \( E_2 \), up to the limit of one standard deviation above that value \((E_3 = E_2 + S_{\text{MPI}})\), with mean \((\bar{X}_{E2})\) and variance \((S_{E2}^2)\). The fourth stratum \( E_4 \) is understood to have the greater values than \( E_3 \), with mean \((\bar{X}_{E3})\) and variance \((S_{E3}^2)\). It was calculated the variance of the increments before stratification \((S_{\text{MPI}}^2)\) and after stratification \((S_{\text{est}}^2)\). Such parameters for the stratified population will be obtained as are expressed in (1) for the stratified mean and in (2) for the stratified variance.

\[
\bar{X}_{\text{est}} = \sum_{h=1}^{L} W_h \bar{X}_{E_h} \quad \text{where} \quad W_h = \frac{N_h}{N}^{-1} \tag{1}
\]

\[
S_{\text{est}}^2 = \sum_{h=1}^{L} W_h S_h^2 \tag{2}
\]

### 2.3. Statistical Evaluation of the Population

The normality of the data set was checked by the Shapiro-Wilk test \((W)\), and the homogeneity of variances by Hartley test \((F_{\text{max}})\). If null hypotheses \(H_0\) is rejected (normal distribution and homogenous variance), it will be applied to the data set the appropriate transformations using the method of Box and Cox, defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
y^\lambda = \frac{(y + \lambda_1)^\lambda - 1}{\lambda} & \lambda_1 \neq 0 \\
y^\lambda = \log(y + \lambda_2) & \lambda_2 = 0
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

where:
- \(y^\lambda\) = transformed value;
- \(y\) = observed value;
- \(\lambda_1\) = transforming power of the data set;
- \(\lambda_2\) = parameter to regulate the distribution fitting.

Twenty one values were selected for \(\lambda\) inserted between the interval of \((-5, 5)\) [11]. The value of \(\lambda\) selected for the transformation is that which provide the lowest value for \(F_{\text{max}}\). As the set of observed data occurs in the interval \((0, 1)\), taking \(\lambda_2 = 1\), it is possible to obtain values on a scale more favorable for the data transformation.

Due to stratification, an allocation of sample intensities became different per stratum and, consequently, with different degrees of freedom in each one of them; that is why it has been decided to use the Satterthwaite’s method to calculate the number of degrees of freedom [12], as weighted mean and is presented in (3):

\[
n_e = \left[ \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} S_k^2}{\sum_{h=1}^{L} g_k S_h^2} \right] \left[ \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} S_k^2 g_k^2 (n_k - 1)^{-1}}{N} \right]^{-1} \quad g_k = \frac{N_k}{N_h - n_h} n_h^{-1} \tag{3}
\]

where:
- \(n_e\) = weighted mean for the number of degrees of freedom;
- \(S_k^2\) = Variance per stratum;
- \(N_k\) = potential number of species \((E_h)\);
- \(n_h\) = number of species allocated per stratum;
The value of $n_x$ must occur between the smallest of the values $(n_x - 1)$ and shall not exceed their sum [13].

To carry out the statistical analysis between the strata means, it was applied the analysis of variance (ANOVA), whereas a completely randomized design with four treatments (strata) and different number of replicates, followed by application of Tukey’s test, when identified significant statistical differences between strata means.

The methodology used to accomplish the prognoses was the ratio of moving diameters, used as a theory of stand projection tables applied to native forests [5]. Succinct manner, the application of such methodology consists in the migration of the number of trees to upper diameter classes, in function of the average diameter growth per class, considering the increases and decreases from recruitments and mortalities (Table 1). This model has been used successfully in prognosis works in native forests in Brazil, with best results than those obtained with the application of the Markov Chain model [14]. The data employed for stratification refer to the sampling period from 2000 to 2004.

With the purpose to verify the effect of stratification on the results of the prognosis, it was first predicted the forest structure, employing the stratified data and, subsequently, it was held the prognosis with the raw data, without stratification. Both prognoses were made for the year 2008. The forecasted values were compared with the observed ones by application of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S) at 95% probability, whose null hypothesis ($H_0$) consists in goodness of fit between projected and observed data.

Complementary to the goodness of fit test, due to its importance in structural evaluations and in the effectiveness of the forest management practices, it was evaluated the behavior of the De Liocourt Quotient ($q$) between the estimated and observed values.

### 3. Discussion of the Results

As population of species was defined $E(1,2,3,\ldots,66)$, of which the random variable $X_i$ was calculated ($\bar{MPI}$), such that these mean values became associated with all species of the population $E(X_1,X_2,X_3,\ldots,X_{66})$ with arithmetic mean ($\bar{MPI}_X$) and variance ($S_{MPI}^2$).

The stratification of diameter growth was established taking as criterion the quartiles based on the average growth of the species ($\bar{MPI}_X$) and the standard deviation ($S_{MPI}$). In this way, the population $E$ of the species was fractionated into 4 strata, such that each one of them was delimited as $N_1 = 8; N_2 = 29; N_3 = 18$ and $N_4 = 11$.

The periodic mean diameter increment ($\bar{MPI}$) for the forest was $10.127 \text{ cm} \cdot \text{year}^{-1}$, a value lower than the average of 0.210 cm$\cdot$year$^{-1}$ found by Figueiredo Filho et al. in its bibliographical searches related to studies conducted in the Araucaria Forest [15]. The difference between the values found for increment can be explained, because the diameter growth is interpreted as a response to the availability of essential factors in the en-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center of class (cm)</th>
<th>Number of trees</th>
<th>Movement ratio$^1$</th>
<th>Remaining (%)$^2$</th>
<th>Mortality$^3$</th>
<th>Recruitment$^4$</th>
<th>Prognosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2863</td>
<td>9.5733</td>
<td>90.4266</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>2696.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1251</td>
<td>11.9912</td>
<td>88.0087</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td>1031.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>13.0108</td>
<td>86.9891</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>486.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>14.4637</td>
<td>85.5362</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>269.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>18.9068</td>
<td>81.0932</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>184.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>18.0459</td>
<td>81.9540</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20.5915</td>
<td>79.4084</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16.8126</td>
<td>83.1873</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18.6129</td>
<td>81.3870</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.5408</td>
<td>77.4591</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$indicates the ratio of the average growth by the width of the diameter class; $^2$trees that remained in the same class; $^3$number of trees that died; $^4$number of trees that were recruited, respectively, during the observed period.
environment [16][17], plus the characteristics related to different stages of forest succession in a phytogeographical unit.

Taking as basis for stratifying the average growth rate \( \bar{X}_{MP} = 0.127 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \) and the standard deviation between the species (\( S_{MP} = 0.071 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \)), the limits of the strata were defined as: \( E_1 \) for the values of \( \bar{X}_{MP} \leq 0.056 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \); \( E_2 \) for values of \( 0.056 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} < \bar{X}_{MP} \leq 0.127 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \); \( E_3 \) for the values of \( 0.127 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} < \bar{X}_{MP} \leq 0.198 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \) and \( E_4 \) for the values of \( \bar{X}_{MP} \geq 0.198 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \), as shown in Table 2.

The stratum of greater representativeness was the \( E_2 \), corresponding to 44% of the species evaluated, followed by \( E_3 \) (27% of species), \( E_4 \) (17% of species) and \( E_1 \) (12% of species). The growth mean values of the respective strata were: \( \bar{X}_{E_1} = 0.030 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \); \( \bar{X}_{E_2} = 0.087 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \); \( \bar{X}_{E_3} = 0.162 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \); \( \bar{X}_{E_4} = 0.241 \text{ cm·year}^{-1} \).

The variance for the population without stratification resulted in \( S_{MP}^2 = 0.00495 \text{ (cm·year}^{-1})^2 \), a value nine times higher than the stratified variance \( S_{st}^2 = 0.00055 \text{ (cm·year}^{-1})^2 \). The strata 1 to 4 presented variances of:

\[
S_1^2 = 0.00027 \text{ (cm·year}^{-1})^2; \quad S_2^2 = 0.00043 \text{ (cm·year}^{-1})^2; \quad S_3^2 = 0.00039 \text{ (cm·year}^{-1})^2 \text{ and } S_4^2 = 0.00148 \text{ (cm·year}^{-1})^2.
\]

Consequently, groups of greater growth homogeneity were obtained with the application of stratification inside the total population.

Each stratified data set followed the normal distribution, evaluated by the Shapiro-Wilk test (W) at 95% probability. The effective number of degrees of freedom calculated by Satterthwaite’s method was 41 (\( n = 40.4 \)). The variances were not homogeneous (heteroscedasticity), with rejection of the null hypothesis \( H_0 \) by Hartley’s test (\( F_{calc} = 5.49 > F_{tab, 0.01} = 2.97 \)). The data set was then subjected to Box-Cox’s transformation, with a value of \( \lambda = -3.5 \), which led to the lowest value for \( F_{calc} \), ensuring the homogeneity of variances \( F_{calc} = 2.58 < \).

Table 2. Stratification of diameter growth by species in Araucaria Forest (E).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Strata</th>
<th>Growth Mean ( \bar{X}_{st} ) (cm·year(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Variance ( S_{st}^2 ) (cm·year(^{-1}))^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acacia sellowiana (O. Berg)</td>
<td>E(_1)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylosma pseudosalzmannii Sleumer</td>
<td>E(_2)</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.00043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acca sellowiana (O. Berg) Burret</td>
<td>E(_3)</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.00039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylosma pseudosalzmannii Sleumer</td>
<td>E(_4)</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.00148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and remained normally distributed. Consequently, detected heteroscedasticity of the variances within strata in which the total population of \((\text{MPI})\) was allocated, the application of Box and Cox transformation, using the prospective simulation proposed by Draper and Smith to identify the most appropriate root to be used in the process, resulted in total efficiency to get homoscedasticity of variances (Figure 1).

By means of analysis of variance, it can be observed that there are statistical differences between the strata (Table 3). Therefore, it is inferred that the auto ecological characteristics of each species that composes the plant community favor decisively the formation of groups with different diameter growth. Consequently, the stratification of diameter growth reduced the variance nine times, enabling the formation of groups of greater homogeneity and statistically different between themselves.

The Tukey’s test indicated statistical differences between means of the strata (Table 4). Assuming that the differences between strata represent species with different growth potential, the choice of species belonging to a particular stratum may favor the accomplishment of the objectives of forest management, where growth has an important meaning. Consequently, the allocation of species in strata favors the decisions in forestry projects, in which the diameter increment is one of the relevant variables for the establishment of activities and delineation of targets.

Whereas the models of production meets a set of criteria that assist in decision making for the forest planning [18], it was evaluated the prognosis of the diametric structure from the stratified data and without stratification, by means of the methodology of ratio of change, which is based on diameter’s growth and migration of them between diameter classes, unlike the Markov chain, which considers only the enumeration of individuals that move between classes. The predicted values in each stratum and total, which represents the sum of stratified estimates, are presented in Figure 2.

Meyer et al. in their studies that support the sustainable management, about the diameter distribution in heterogeneous...
rogeneous all age forests, refer to a pattern of decreasing exponential distribution to the extent to which diameter classes advance [19]. However, such a pattern was only found in the sum of stratified subpopulations, which generated the projected distribution. Each stratum presented differentiated settings in their distributions, justified by the auto ecological and synecological characteristics of the species of each stratum.

The K-S test ($D_{calc} = 0.00949 < D_{tab,0.95} = 0.01855$) attested goodness of fit of projected values from stratified data, however the projected values from no stratified data did not present goodness of fit to the observed distribution ($D_{calc} = 0.09826 > D_{tab,0.95} = 0.01855$). Therefore, results obtained with greater homogeneity between diameter growth values within strata tend to provide better estimates because the variations of growth between species are minimized with the group formation, allowing a refinement of estimates when using the results of the stratified parameters. This confirms our formulated hypotheses. The distributions of projected and observed frequencies are presented in Table 5.

De Liocourt considers that in a balanced forest, the diametric distribution in successive classes ($k$) is derived from a constant geometric series called “Quotient of De Liocourt” ($q$), essential parameter for the forest management proposal [20], in addition to structural evaluations of plant community. In perfect balanced forests $q$ assumes a constant value, indicating a pattern of decreasing exponential distribution in the forest [21].

The prognosis of the diametric structure, in these circumstances, in addition to estimate with accuracy the forest density, must maintain values equally accurate for obtaining the quotient $q$, indicating an approximate results for quotients of distribution of frequencies for the forest structure, which can be observed in Table 6.

In both projected distributions and in the observed one, the $q$ quotients, minimum and maximum, remained in the same classes, $k_4/k_5$ and $k_7/k_8$ respectively. The lowest accuracy between the projected and observed ratios was found in the estimation without stratification, for the lower and upper diameter classes, reaffirming what was observed in the distribution of frequencies. Generally speaking, disregarding the lower and the upper diameter classes without stratification, there is similarity between the estimated distributions and the observed one, essentially when performed with stratification. Consequently, the prognosis of diametric distribution for the year 2008 resulted more accurate when calculated from stratified data, evaluated by the goodness of fit attained at 95% probability by the application of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test in relation to data observed in 2008; the same condition occurred in the evaluation of the Quotient of Liocourt (Figure 3).

Other methodologies can be developed to fit the models of prognosis, providing greater accuracy in their results. In heterogeneous forests, for example, it will be appropriate to separate groups formed by species or botanical families. The application of probability density functions can also improve the prognosis, favoring a distribution with greater similarity between estimated and observed values of the forest.

4. Conclusions

The auto ecological characteristics of each species that composes the plant community favor decisively the formation of groups with different diameter growth and the stratification of diameter growth reduced the variance nine times, enabling the formation of groups statistically different of greater homogeneity.

The stratification of diameter growth approached the predicted results to those observed in the sample population, allowing the forest manager to work with the best estimators in preparation of management proposals.

The methodology of ratio of change, which is based on diameter’s growth and migration of them between
Figure 3. Distribution of De Liocourt quotients for observed and predicted values.

Table 5. Prognosis of the number of individuals per diameter class generated from the values with and without stratification, and observed values of the diametric distribution of Araucaria Forest, for the year 2008.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center class (cm)</th>
<th>With stratification</th>
<th>Without stratification</th>
<th>N observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>2657.2</td>
<td>2696.9</td>
<td>2619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>1248.5</td>
<td>1031.1</td>
<td>1263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>592.9</td>
<td>486.5</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>349.8</td>
<td>269.0</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>234.9</td>
<td>184.2</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥104.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>5323.1</td>
<td>4843.2</td>
<td>5371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Values for the quotient of De Liocourt from the prognosis of diametric distribution and observed values of Araucaria Forest, for the year 2008.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Quotient of Liocourt (q)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With stratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_i/k_2$</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2/k_3$</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3/k_4$</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4/k_5$</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_5/k_6$</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_6/k_7$</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_7/k_8$</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_8/k_9$</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_9/k_{10}$</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{q}$</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^*$Values obtained with all population data.
diameter classes showed to be very efficient to make prognosis in native forests. The prognosis of diametric distribution for the year 2008 resulted more accurately when calculated from stratified data, evaluated by the goodness of fit attested at 95% probability by the application of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test in relation to data observed in 2008. The evaluation of the coefficient of De Liocourt behaved better in stratification using diameter growth by classes when compared to the results obtained without stratification.
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